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Executive Summary

In China today, as one-fifth of the world’s population becomes healthier and wealthier, the demand for safe, affordable, and accessible pharmaceuticals will rise. To take advantage of that surging demand, investors should look to partner with growing firms, whose ambitions in recent years have been tempered only by a shortage in capital. By establishing joint ventures with growing manufacturing and research firms across key industry sub-sectors – generic producers, R&D-based pharmaceutical firms, and contract research organizations (CROs) – an investor’s hand will firmly grip several corners of an industry destined to become a leader in China in terms of domestic sales and exports. Established joint ventures will aim to foster greater communication among disparate industry sub-sectors, and, where feasible, will begin merging existing firms in order to encapsulate a larger share of the market. Unlike in the United States, where the top 10 pharmaceutical firms account for 50 percent of the market share, the 10 leading firms in China today hold just 13 percent of the market share. An influx of capital for ambitious firms and the merging of already successful ones will create an international supplier of both generic and patented drugs. Certain risks will accompany this investing strategy. These include China’s current reputation for dangerous pharmaceutical exports, a weak intellectual property rights apparatus, and an opaque judicial system. Investors who are able to mitigate these risks, however, will quickly help establish the drug manufacturers of choice for China’s multiplying consumer class, and present an alternative to multinational firms’ high prices.

Economic Risks

The past 30 years have witnessed unmatched strides in the nature and scope of U.S.-China business relations. In 1978, it was impossible to predict how China would emerge from the shadows of Maoism, and whether issues such as inflation would altogether cripple the Chinese economy, as was simultaneously experienced in the many countries that implemented a “big bang” transition model, the economic development model that brought about rapid market liberalization promising an immediate payoff, while at the same time threatening hyperinflation. In an attempt to maintain social, political, and economic stability, China’s liberalization model was gradualist in nature and protective of domestic firms. Restrictive economic policies and a restive political system, however, have never been enough to keep investors away. Promises of an untapped 1.4 billion-person market have lured countless investors to the Middle Kingdom in search of “The China Dream.”

To properly understand the potential for investing in China, it is necessary to first consider a wide-angle view of the country’s economy. Despite double-digit GDP growth over the past decade, the global economic recession has hampered China, as it has the rest of the world. Economic growth slowed to 6.8 percent in the fourth quarter of 2008, down from 9 percent the year before. With more than 40 percent of China’s economy based on fixed assets, a manufacturing slowdown meant millions of layoffs at factories across the country. Even before the recession began, the Chinese government realized that further economic diversification was needed to make the export-based economy more self-sustaining.

The recession underscored the country’s need for self-sufficiency. State directives are aimed at breaking a culture of thriftiness brought on by an ancient history wrought with famine and a recent history spent without a modern social safety net. Today, China’s personal savings rate is near 50 percent of income.4 The Chinese government has taken steps to reduce this rate in recent years – chief among them the establishment of social programs like national health insurance and pensions for retirees – but there is little evidence that these efforts are working yet. Chinese officials warn that despite their efforts, a high savings rate is engrained in the Chinese culture, and the practice is unlikely to erode anytime soon.5 For that reason, investors need to be wary of industries with high elasticity of demand. A savings rate of 50 percent bodes poorly for manufacturers of highly elastic goods. However, a growing middle class will no doubt first seek out basic necessities – like medicine, for example – as their purchasing power increases and these goods gradually become cheaper to them. High savings rates and a reliance on exporting goods have left the Chinese economy particularly susceptible to recessions abroad. However, national initiatives aimed at spurring domestic demand and the emergence of a vigorous middle class suggest a coming period of greater demand, especially for goods of low elasticity.

In direct relation to China’s emergence as a manufacturing powerhouse, the country’s ascension into the World Trade Organization in 2001 was a political curveball for the CCP. For foreign investors, WTO entry provided an opportunity to challenge China’s dominant state-owned enterprises, but investors need to understand will not be a panacea for government protectionism.6 For more than a decade, government conservatives have rallied against international firms challenging domestic ones, comparing this competition to Western
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colonization of China during the 19th century.\textsuperscript{7} Despite WTO entry, questions have remained about China’s commitment to free trade, with U.S. officials questioning whether China’s market intervention is selective and determined to hinder foreign investors.\textsuperscript{8} In addition, questions of intellectual property rights remain despite WTO commitments, though the government has repeatedly pledged to crack down on the problem. The Chinese government has passed legislation in recent years to meet WTO standards. In addition, WTO entry has made Chinese workers more market-oriented and has impacted businesses across the spectrum of China’s economy. Premier Wen Jiabao describes the present as a “post-WTO transition period.”\textsuperscript{9} While that does not mean investors should expect entirely fair treatment from every local government official – whose allegiances are often to their own region, as opposed to the tenets of the WTO – Wen’s comments signify a commitment at the national level to upholding the principles of free trade, and to provide ripe conditions for foreign investment.

In the process of developing an investment action plan, it is important to consider which industries and factors have shaped China’s economy in the past. More importantly, however, it is critical to examine public and socioeconomic trends to ascertain what product or industry will shape China in the near and long-term future. China’s economy is undergoing a dual-pronged transition. For 30 years, the country has gradually liberalized. More recently, the economy has continued to transition from an economy based on low-skilled manufacturing and exports to one that increasingly employs a technology-thirsty,
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well-educated workforce. As a result of favorable government policies, a more educated populous, and an increasingly powerful middle class, China’s pharmaceutical industry is one among several industries destined to grow. That growth will satisfy a growing domestic demand for generic drugs, look to undercut overseas generic drug producers, and begin to research and develop patented medicines to compete with established foreign manufacturers.

A number of sub-sectors comprise the current pharmaceutical landscape. However, considering each of these sectors as entirely independent is misguided. In reality, the various sectors rely on one another to nurture growth. For example, firms looking to patent and market new medicines will only benefit from a thriving CRO industry. Particularly in an immature industry, where burgeoning firms may be undervalued, investors have the rare opportunity to guide the development of a number of pharmaceutical industry sub-sectors, including research, manufacturing, and marketing. In 2007, only 250 firms in China had revenue of at least RMB100 million.\textsuperscript{10} That number indicates an industry in need of foreign investment and mergers and acquisitions. That revenue totals are growing each year is a positive sign, but profits remain spread among more than 4,700 small to medium-sized firms. During the past decade, the industry has expanded at a 20 percent annual growth rate.\textsuperscript{11} By 2013, sales of patented, generic, and OTC medicine will likely reach US$74 billion.\textsuperscript{12}

The strength of the pharmaceutical industry becomes clearer after comparing it relative to the economic risks associated with other industries. The toy industry, which this report will recommend against investing in, plunged throughout 2008 and 2009 as a result of safety concerns, rising labor and raw material costs, and the shift of manufacturing to
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emerging economies such as Vietnam and Cambodia.\textsuperscript{13} The migration in low-skilled manufacturing out of China will continue as Chinese labor laws continue to strengthen and as the government has prioritized establishing certain locales as high-tech industrial centers. This is exhibited through the government’s plans to build 100 “innovation bases” across China to focus on researching, developing, and producing capital-intensive products, like pharmaceuticals.\textsuperscript{14} Further, while pharmaceutical firms in China are growing, toy manufacturers are shuttering rapidly. Roughly 1,000 toy exporters in Guangdong province alone closed in 2008 amid international fears and sanctions as a result of exporting unsafe products.\textsuperscript{15} In one example, the owner of Foshan Lee Der Toys Co., Zhang Shuhong, killed himself after toys his firm manufactured for Mattel were found to contain lead paint. Lee Der closed a short time later.\textsuperscript{16}

The toy industry presents the polar opposite to the pharmaceutical industry in terms of investment attractiveness. However, potentially lucrative alternatives to the pharmaceutical industry exist. China’s solar power industry is one potential investment alternative; it is an industry likely to experience rapid growth in the near-term, particularly as rising government initiatives to curb pollution spur domestic demand and diminishing oil reserves and subsequent rising prices will create a consistent and reliable demand from states around the world in the years to come. The growth projections for solar power must be viewed through a long-term lens, however. Due to the high capital costs of solar power materials, the lingering effects of a global recession, and the still relatively cheap price of oil, solar power usage around the world is likely to remain level in the near-term. China’s largest
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solar power panel manufacturer, Suntech Power Holdings, saw its stock drop 50 percent in the first quarter of 2008 amid a soft housing market. However, the company is moving ahead with plans to tap a significant share of the U.S. market by opening a manufacturing plant in Arizona, and its profits have continued to rise as well. Between 2004 and 2008, gross profits rose from US$68.6 million to $342.9 million. While the company’s desire to tap the U.S. market might seem dangerous given the U.S.’s resistance so far to adopt comprehensive renewable energy policy, high-volume production and an aggressive expansion plan are what will keep Suntech profitable. Industry barriers to entry are falling around the world, causing a more competitive atmosphere and shrinking profit margins. Falling prices should precipitate a rise in demand – a positive sign for a volume-reliant manufacturer like Suntech.

However, the solar power industry in China faces an inherent risk that the pharmaceutical industry does not. Unlike in pharmaceuticals, where a government initiative to boost the availability of medicines virtually guarantees a rise in demand for manufacturers, efforts by the Chinese government to curb emissions will likely not bring on an equally concentrated increase in demand because numerous viable alternatives to solar power exist under the larger umbrella of renewable energy in China. Benefits from a favorable government policy are likely to be shared among companies in the solar power, hydroelectric, and wind power industries, among others. Regardless of the industry, this is a necessary consideration in China: Investors should pinpoint industries poised to benefit from favorable government policies, that will experience a steadily growing demand, and do not

---

receive considerable competition from viable substitute products. Unlike in the solar power industry, the pharmaceutical industry’s greatest competition is among the individual companies involved. Traditional Chinese medicine and synthetic pharmaceuticals are the most closely competing industries, yet they are not locked in direct competition as in renewable energy industries since they often cater to different demographic groups. In addition, government efforts to reform health care in China seem to support the growth of both pharmaceuticals and TCMs, and have included both in the national list of government subsidized medicine.  

For these reasons, it appears pharmaceuticals will be a safer and more lucrative investment.

Policy Risks

An investor examining any industry in China today must consider how the scope and implementation of a growing number of business-regulation policies will impact their ultimate goals. Particularly where mergers and acquisitions are integral parts of an investor’s industry growth strategy, issues including China’s new antitrust regulations emerge as a potential roadblock to success. In addition, several other policy risks must be recognized and mitigated when investing in the pharmaceutical industry, including weak IPR protection, government techno-nationalist tendencies, and an inability by local agencies to rein in counterfeit pharmaceutical manufacturing, which has threatened to taint the reputation of Chinese manufactures hoping to distribute internationally. While each of these cases is unique and will be examined individually, a common mode to lessening these risks emerges: An investor in China’s pharmaceutical industry must present a plan to regulators that suggests foreign capitalization will help the overhaul health of the industry. Regardless of an
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investor’s obvious moneymaking ulterior motive, regulators must be convinced that an investor’s interests are aligned with the state’s larger economic growth strategy.

To begin, consider the use of China’s antitrust law as one of the greatest risks facing an M&A-focused pharmaceutical investor. Since the law’s implementation in 2008, it has been scrutinized for possible political biases against foreigners. Two main issues surround the implementation of the antitrust law so far. The first set of issues stems from the law itself. The law’s text is ambiguous in several areas and leaves the door open to a politicization of the process. The law never defines, for example, at what point industry concentration creates unfair competition, nor does it define “social and public interest,” a term used in Article 28 of the AML. 21

In addition to the law’s ambiguous language, its implementation has also raised questions among foreign investors. In the best-known case involving the antitrust law to date, Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) officials rejected a plan by Coca-Cola to purchase Huiyuan, one of China’s largest fruit juice manufacturers. In a particularly worrying decision for foreign investors, MOFCOM decided the merger would make it too difficult for small and medium-sized domestic firms to survive. 22 In another example, MOFCOM placed significant restrictions when approving the sale of Anheuser-Busch to InBev last year. 23 This pharmaceutical industry investment plans looks to lessen this risk by developing joint ventures with domestic pharmaceutical firms. While investors will work actively to influence and shape the growth plans of an invested company, government policy brokering will be left to a firm’s Chinese nationals. Under this investment strategy, firms will be expected to begin

the process of mergers and acquisitions to secure a larger market share. Court decisions so far with regard to antitrust law appear to have discriminated against wholly foreign-owned enterprises but not necessarily against joint ventures.

In a related risk to government protectionism, techno-nationalism has been associated with China since gradual liberalization began 30 years ago and is a risk that accompanies a number of technology-driven industries, particularly those in which the West has maintained a historical stronghold. The establishment of new technical standards on electronic goods is a common way in which China has demonstrated techno-nationalism. Western firms have complained that these new technical standards hinder innovation, yet in many cases, the Chinese have demonstrated an unwillingness to budge. A leading think-tank called these practices part of China’s “new globalism,” a way in which the East could challenge the West’s traditional technological monopoly.24 This mainstream rhetoric should worry investors considering high-tech industries where international technical standards are a building block for success. It appears the central government is determined to support its own companies irrespective of foreign investors’ demands.25 With time, as China’s technical capacities increase, the country is expected to rely less on irregular technical standards to spur growth.26 However, there is no indication nationalistic practices will not continue, and as a result, investors should consider establishing joint ventures, which are often able to escape discriminatory measures taken against some investors of wholly foreign-owned enterprises.

Along with considering issues of techno-globalism, it is necessary to consider the weakness of IPR in China and how that will impact a burgeoning pharmaceutical sector. Relative to techno-globalism, issues related to IPR are severe in China. As with techno-nationalism considerations, the pharmaceutical industry will benefit by not relying on a single infusion of knowledge to develop products. In addition, unlike in the software industry, for example, counterfeit drugs are often difficult and expensive to produce, and the State Food and Drug Administration has begun to crack down on counterfeit drug manufacturers as a result of international reputation tarnishing due to dangerous counterfeit pharmaceuticals. Ultimately local authorities will need to take the lead in eradicating counterfeit drugs and thus investors must spend time and money lobbying local drug regulators to crack down more aggressively on illegal manufacturers. This investment plan ultimately seeks to sell pharmaceuticals abroad, but the product’s quality reputation must first improve to win the trust of overseas governments. The recent approval by the U.S. FDA for Zhejiang Huahuai pharmaceuticals to sell one drug in the U.S. is an encouraging sign, and a further locally led crackdown on illegal manufacturers will only bolster that movement.

**Political Risks**

While investors considering every industry in China face a number of political risks, a pharmaceutical industry investment plan is particularly susceptible to risks like local protectionism, government cronyism, limited government transparency, and a weak judicial system, while at the same time less likely to face particular danger from ever-present issues like labor unrest and mass movements. These types of risks are severely threatening a firm’s stability vis-à-vis the state. As Lee notes, mass labor movements are a part of the “livelihood

struggle” to emerge for uneducated workers in the wake of liberal reform.\(^\text{28}\) Any investor in China, irrespective of industry, must weigh how political volatilities, labor protests, and the constant tug of an emerging civil society could put their investments at risk. Unlike in clothing manufacturing, for example, where mass labor protests have brought unease to foreign investors, risks facing various sub-sectors of the pharmaceutical industry hinge on the government’s ability to rein in corruption at the local government level and eliminate counterfeit pharmaceuticals.

The greatest risk facing pharmaceutical-industry investors today is local government cronyism, and its inability so far to crack down on unregulated and potentially dangerous products. Local SFDA officials say the problem stems from a discrepancy between the cost of genuine pharmaceuticals and counterfeit medicine. In addition, a regulatory loophole has caused many drugs to go entirely unchecked.\(^\text{29}\) That loophole, which exists despite the international attention given to it, allows pharmaceuticals produced by officially registered chemical companies to sustain no oversight and testing from the SFDA. In other words, the pharmaceuticals manufactured by chemical companies are sold to the international market without SFDA approval. While Chinese health care reform will invariably help to close the cost gap between genuine and counterfeit drugs, a unified lobbying front against the existing regulatory loophole could help to ease that risk as well. Even lobbying presents political challenges, however, and as Kennedy notes that among various industry advocacy associations, “…the general atmosphere of close government oversight is still widespread.\(^\text{30}\)

Joint ventures would have the option of joining national or local industry associations.


However, these association appear to be either state-administered or under close watch by the state. For example, the nationwide China Pharmaceutical Industry Association describes itself as a “non-governmental, non-profit association,” yet its honorary chairman, Sang Guowei, is vice-chairman of the NPC. In a local example, the Shanghai Pudong Bio Industry Association is directly administered and controlled by local authorities. Despite the potential for state manipulation of lobbying efforts, the chances of ending this loophole are more likely be successful as the outcome ultimately aligns with China’s goal of improving pharmaceutical safety.

The government’s coming purchase of massive quantities of pharmaceuticals as a result of health care reform presents an opportunity for drug manufacturers to grow. However, it also presents a chance for government cronyism, especially at the local levels, to hurt foreign investors. As these governments decide which manufacturers to purchase from, *guanxi* will almost certainly play a role. While *guanxi* itself is not a corrupt practice, its use can presuppose corruption. The practice of using personal relations to steer business has been described as resulting from a weak legal system. In the case of health care reform, a firm will ultimately have to use it as part of its government contract-bidding strategy and it will be particularly important for a company invested with foreign capital. In a fiercely competitive system where government transparency is virtually non-existent, the use of *guanxi* by joint venture managers and local Chinese staff will help to ensure undue discrimination is not placed on firm with foreign capital supporting it.

While China’s legal system has developed significantly since reform began 30 years ago, the impact of politics on the judicial system remains high. Particularly worrying for a

foreign investor, judges are often expected to consult party chiefs before handing down a decision.\textsuperscript{33} This judicial politicization relates to risks presented by a lack of transparency in both the courts and civil service. Unlike in low-skilled manufacturing industries, every new pharmaceutical product is subject to rigorous SFDA testing and scrutiny. In much the same way that courts could unfairly use the antitrust law against foreign companies, a lack of transparency at the SFDA will cause investors to worry the government will use political motives to hinder the development of their products. However, this is a risk easily weighed against the potential for tapping a 1.4 billion-person market. Legal formalism in China and the power of the SFDA to regulate drugmakers are both improving, but as long as China maintains its one-party authoritarianism, certain key political risks will remain. However, it appears a dose of \textit{guanxi} and the lobbying of local officials can mitigate risks in the pharmaceutical industry. Unlike many industries perpetually in danger of the threat of labor unrest, pharmaceutical industry employees tend to be smaller in number and better treated. The most inherent risks politically stem from invariably opaque political and judicial systems. These are risks that threaten to make business maneuvers more challenging, but do not threaten to crumble an operation completely, unlike the risks posed by severe labor unrest.

\textbf{Action Plan}

With $1 billion to invest, it will be important to diversify investments across a number of pharmaceutical industry sub-sectors. These are divided into three categories: traditional research-oriented pharmaceutical firms, generic drug manufacturers, and contract research organizations. Partitions between these industries are not always clear, and an effective investment plan will gain stakes in the major players of all three. If one of these

entwined industries is able to thrive, the residual impacts on the other two will likely be positive. For example, if Chinese research firms have a number of drugs in various-stage development, the prospects for specialty CRO testing firms will rise.

It is important to recognize that the pharmaceutical industry remains an immature one. No Chinese firm ranks among the top 20 in annual revenue, and while the industry in China has witnessed double-digit growth each year over the past decade, it remains largely the manufacturer for foreign ingenuity. A lack of collaboration between enterprises and scant foreign investment so far are the biggest inhibitors to growth. China is not inventing its own drugs at any significant rate and has largely been relegated as a manufacturer of patent-expired medicines. While the ultimate goal of this investment will be to foster the growth of original research, initially it will focus on goals related to an already-strong generic industry. Immediate goals include fostering a merging of several leading generic manufacturers, improving drug-quality standards and efficiency of production, and fostering an international network of clients.

In the early stages of investment, establishing joint ventures with two of China’s top generic manufactures, Shanghai Pharmaceutical and Jiu zhoutong Group, will be critical. While the firms are among China’s largest pharmaceutical firms, they comprise less than 5 percent of the market and exhibit the intensely competitive and disorganized nature of China’s pharmaceutical industry. The immediate goal of establishing joint ventures with Shanghai Pharmaceutical and Jiu zhoutong Group is to increase generic production efficiency, drive down the price floor, and win government contracts as part of national health care
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reform. A significant amount of capital will be used to modernize production equipment at these plants to international standards and expand production capacity to anticipate a growing international demand. By selling low-cost generic drugs, it will be necessary to continually expand sales volume. Beyond immediate goals of tapping the domestic market, which is expected to grow from the ninth to sixth-largest drug market in the world by 2011, it will be necessary to grow sales abroad. In Phase II of investment, these joint ventures will seek to sell more drugs abroad, particularly to the developing world. Markets in Africa, for example, will be particularly open to buying Chinese-manufactured drugs. An intense public relations campaign will accompany the increase in sales to the developing world. This move will be framed in terms of corporate social responsibility and will seek to boost the joint venture’s international standing. In Phase III of investment, following a complete upgrade in production equipment, the joint venture would lobby in the United States government for sales to begin in the U.S. Having secured a dominant position in the Chinese market and various markets abroad during Phases I and II, the reliable reputation the joint venture established should help to ease concerns among U.S. lawmakers. The ultimate goal is to establish the joint venture as a global producer of safe, affordable generic medicine. A summary of investment of this part of the action plan is as follows:

I. $150 million each will be contributed to Shanghai Pharmaceutical and Jiuzhoutong Group, designated to modernize equipment and increase production capacity.

II. Phase I of the plan will involve lobbying officials in various locales as to why the joint venture’s medicines are best-suited to be included as part of national health care reform. The venture’s coming high volume of production will make it possible to produce drugs cheapest – no doubt the greatest convincing factor for local officials.
III. Expand sales to the developing world, with a particular focus on states with which the Central Government has built strong relations.

IV. Focus an intense lobbying campaign on the U.S. government to allow the importing of Chinese-produced generic drugs. Building a reputation for safety during Phases I-III will be key for the success of Phase IV.

If the ultimate goal is to increase collaboration and consolidation within the pharmaceutical industry, investment in cutting-edge research will also be critical. This research will initially be centered in eastern China, where high-tech infrastructure is most developed, but long-term projections will seek to expand research operations both to western and eventually overseas.

Compared with generic producers, this is a riskier investment but could yield significant rewards in the long-term. In addition, investing in research is more capital-intensive than modernizing production equipment. It will be important to entice foreign-educated researchers back to China with competitive packages. In addition, it will be important to invest in companies that have already proven themselves capable to succeed in overseas markets. For that reason Zhejiang Huahai Pharmaceutical will become a key partner in the research and development of new medicines. Zhejiang Huahai’s prospects are particularly encouraging because its newest HIV medication, Nevirapine, was approved by the FDA in 2007 and selected as part of the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief. An investment of $200 million will virtually double the firm’s estimated worth, and provides
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the investors with an influential share of the company. Roughly half of this money will be used to expand research capacities, both in China and in the United States, while the other half will be used to recruit the world’s best researchers. To staff research operations in China, the joint venture will seek to hire growing numbers of scientists educated abroad. Invested capital will help pay top scientists the wages other research firms cannot.

Along with Zhejiang Huahai, $300 million will be invested in Harbin Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd. Like Zhejiang Huahai, Harbin Pharmaceutical has experienced consistent growth in recent years: Each year the company has applied for a further RMB500 million credit line as revenues rise. In September, the company reported that profits rose 4 percent over the previous year to $800 million.

Further, the investment strategy will remain consistent with Harbin Pharmaceutical, with a long-term goal of merging its operations with Zhejiang Huahai’s. While the company today manufacturers both generic and patented drugs, after investment it would focus on expanding the research, development, and marketing of only newly patented drugs. It will be important for established joint ventures, like Harbin Pharmaceutical, to focus on a specific area of manufacturing and then work to collaborate with partner joint ventures.

The third component of this investment plan will invest the remaining $300 million to establish a joint venture with Wuxi Pharmatech, a leading CRO. This firm will seek to compete with leading U.S. CROs like Covance and Parexel by using the cheaper cost of labor in China to offer multinational pharmaceutical firms a less expensive contract research

---
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option. While in the near-term business established with Wuxi will be with international firms – due to the fact that most pharmaceutical research is not being done in China – the long-term will see a rise in business partnerships between Wuxi and domestic research firms. Specifically, new partnerships will form between Wuxi and Zhejiang Huahai and Harbin Pharmaceutical. This increased collaboration between some of the newly established joint ventures will help assert dominance across the sub-sectors of the pharmaceutical industry. Each investment will help the other and will look to undercut fierce, yet disorganized, competition.

Despite an array of political and economic risks associated with China, its economy will continue to grow for the foreseeable future. There is little doubt that as Chinese citizens are better educated and attain greater purchasing power, the demand for quality medicines in China will rise. Further, the government’s commitment to bolstering the accessibility of pharmaceuticals for all citizens is a positive sign for domestic Chinese firms. While quality issues have hampered Chinese firms previously, establishing powerful joint ventures with the goal of modernizing production of patented and generic drugs will serve to redefine drug-making in China. Joint ventures’ mix of Western quality standards and sense of competition combined with Chinese executives knowledge of the domestic market and guanxi with officials at all levels of government will allow this venture to thrive and achieve its greater goal of consolidating a presently incongruent industry.